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Abstract
A 3-dimensional thermo-mechanical ice-sheet model is used to simulate the evolution
of the Northern hemisphere ice sheets through the last glacial-interglacial cycle. The
ice-sheet model is forced by the results from six different atmospheric general circula-
tion models (AGCMs). Two climate snapshots simulations performed for the last glacial5
maximum (LGM) and for the present-day periods are interpolated through time using a
glacial index calibrated against the GRIP δ18O record to reconstruct the climate evo-
lution over the period under study. Since it is driven by the timing of the GRIP signal,
the temporal evolution of the ice volume and the ice-covered area is approximately the
same from one simulation to the other. However, both ice volume curves and spatial10
distributions of the ice sheets present some major differences from one AGCM to the
other. The origin of these differences, which are most visible in the maximum amplitude
of the ice volume, is analyzed in terms of differences in climate forcing. The analysis of
the results allows an evaluation of the ability of GCMs to simulate climates consistent
with the reconstructions of past ice sheets to be evaluated. Although some models15
properly reproduce the advance or retreat of ice sheets in some specific areas, none of
them is able to reproduce both North American or Eurasian ice complexes in full agree-
ment with observed sea-level variations and geological data. These deviations can be
attributed to shortcomings in the climate forcing and in the LGM ice-sheet reconstruc-
tion used as a boundary condition for GCM runs, but also to missing processes in the20
ice-sheet model itself.
1 Introduction
In addition to Greenland and Antarctica, massive ice complexes covering North
America (Laurentide and Cordillera) and the northern part of the Eurasian continent
(Fennoscandia) developed during the last glacial cycle. The sea-level history inferred25
from coral dating (Bard et al., 1990, 1996; Fairbanks, 1989) or the isotopic signals
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recorded in marine sediments (Bond et al., 1993; Waelbroeck et al., 2002) or ice cores
(Andersen et al., 2004; Johnsen et al., 1995) have revealed that this period was char-
acterized by several phases of growth and retreat of the ice sheets.
During the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM) and the subsequent deglacial period, the
areal extent of the North American ice sheet is quite well constrained (Clark et al.,5
1993; Dyke and Prest, 1987). Moreover a reconstruction of the maximum limits of
the Eurasian ice sheet for the Late Quaternary period, based on satellite observa-
tions of geomorphological features, aerial photographs and various types of geological
data has recently been published (Svendsen et al., 2004) within the framework of the
QUEEN project (Quaternary Environments of the Eurasian North project). However,10
as often outlined (Kleman et al., 2002; Marshall, 2002; Zweck and Huybrechts, 2005),
large uncertainties remain about the shape, the volume and the thickness of these
former ice sheets, and their evolution through time. The best way for these charac-
teristics to be better constrained is the use of numerical modeling. In this view, sev-
eral approaches have been followed during the past decade. The first one relies on15
glacio-hydro-isostasy models based on relative sea-level observations that account for
the temporal evolution of the ice load and the subsequent rheological response of the
geoid to surface loading. These models provide an estimate of either the global ice
volume at the LGM (Milne et al., 2002; Yokoyama et al., 2000) or a reconstruction of
the ice volume equivalent sea-level during the deglacial history (Lambeck et al., 2000,20
2002) or prior to the LGM (Lambeck and Chappell, 2001). Similar models constrained
both by sea-level datasets and by geological reconstructions of the ice margins are
designed to give a 3-D picture of individual ice sheet (Lambeck, 1995; Peltier, 1994,
2004). However, these latter approaches only provide ice-sheet reconstructions dur-
ing the deglacial period, and not prior the LGM; moreover in regions in which data is25
unavailable, the ice thickness is often under-constrained.
A second alternative consists in using ice-sheet models. Two approaches have gen-
erally been followed. The first one relies on simplified climate models (energy balance
models or Earth climate models of intermediate complexity) coupled to 2-D vertically
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integrated ice-sheet models (e.g., Deblonde and Peltier, 1991; Deblonde et al., 1992;
Galle´e et al., 1992; Marsiat, 1994; Peltier and Marshall, 1995; Tarasov and Peltier,
1997). The second approach is based on the use of 3-D dynamical ice-sheet models
asynchronously coupled to an EBM (Tarasov and Peltier, 1999) or used in a forced
mode. In this latter case, the climate forcing can simply be derived from ice core data5
(Greve et al., 1998; Huybrechts, 2002; Ritz et al., 1997) or from GCM climate snap-
shots interpolated through time using a glacial index generally inferred from the GRIP
δ18O signal (Charbit et al., 2002; Marshall et al., 2002, 2000; Tarasov and Peltier, 2004;
Zweck and Huybrechts, 2005).
Studies based on simplified climate and/or ice-sheet models generally aim at exam-10
ining which kind of processes enable a reasonable simulation of the ice volume through
the last glacial-interglacial cycle. Although the global ice volume at the LGM is gener-
ally quite well reproduced, the reconstruction of the spatial distribution of the individual
ice masses and their specific shape often suffers from major drawbacks such as an
insufficient southward extent of the North American ice sheet (Deblonde and Peltier,15
1991; Galle´e et al., 1992; Marsiat, 1994), an erroneous simulation of the Eurasian sec-
tor (Deblonde and Peltier, 1991; Deblonde et al., 1992; Tarasov and Peltier, 1997), a too
much extended ice-covered area over Alaska, and the growth of ice in the Siberian re-
gion (Deblonde et al., 1992; Marsiat, 1994; Peltier and Marshall, 1995). These models
often fail in successfully simulating the deglaciation process without incorporating any20
ad hoc process (Deblonde and Peltier, 1991; Galle´e et al., 1992; Peltier and Marshall,
1995).
The evolution of ice sheets during the last glacial cycle is expected to be in a better
agreement with geological data when using 3-D thermomechanical ice-sheet models.
However, large differences are observed between the results provided, as an example,25
by the studies of Tarasov and Peltier (1999), Marshall et al. (2000), Bintanja et al. (2002)
or Zweck and Huybrechts (2005). These differences appear in the magnitude and in
the timing of the maximum ice volume, in the ice thickness and more generally in the
shape of the ice sheets, in the repartition of ice between Eurasia and North America,
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in the erroneous simulation of ice over Alaska and Siberia, and finally in the timing of
the deglaciation process.
The different sources of uncertainties may come from the climate reconstruction
used to force the ice-sheet model, that is from the climate model or from the basis
of the climatic index method and finally from the choice of the index itself. It has been5
demonstrated that the use of climatic outputs coming from 17 GCMs leads to consid-
erable scatter in the computed mass balance of the ice sheets (Pollard and Groups,
2000). The second cause which may be at the origin of the discrepancies between
the results provided by different groups lies in the choice of the ice-sheet model, or
more specifically in the choice of some physical parameters related to ice flow, that are10
under-constrained (Marshall et al., 2002).
In this paper we focus on the uncertainties linked to the climate forcing. To this
end we used climatic outputs from different atmospheric general circulation models
(AGCMs) involved in the first Paleoclimate Modelling Intercomparison Project (PMIP,
Joussaume and Taylor, 1995) to force a single 3-D ice-sheet model of the Northern15
hemisphere. Among the 22 PMIP models, only 10 of them provided snapshot climate
simulations of the LGM and the present-day periods with fixed sea surface tempera-
tures (SSTs) and sea ice cover. We removed from our selection the older version of the
GCM developed at the Laboratoire de Me´te´orologie Dynamique (i.e. LMD4), as well as
the model which has the lowest resolution. For the present study, we chose six of the20
eight remaining models to keep a representative range of spatial horizontal resolutions
of the PMIP-GCMs.
The aim of the present study is twofold. First it is to document the differences be-
tween the simulated spatial distributions of the ice sheets and the evolution of the ice
volumes. Secondly it is to investigate whether climate forcings produced by the PMIP-25
GCMs are able to produce ice sheets in agreement with geological data and observed
sea-level variations, and whether the LGM ice sheets are consistent with the recon-
struction used as a boundary condition for the LGM GCM runs.
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2 Description of the approach
2.1 The ice-sheet model
A full description of GREMLINS (GREnoble Model of Land Ice of the Northern hemi-
Sphere) can be found in Ritz et al. (1997). In the present paper we just recall the
main characteristics of the model. It is a three-dimensional thermomechanical ice-5
sheet model which predicts the evolution of the geometry (extension and thickness)
of the ice and the coupled temperature and velocity fields. This model only accounts
for grounded ice without incorporating a description of ice flow through ice streams
and does not deal with ice shelves. The equations are solved on a Cartesian grid
(45 km×45 km) corresponding to 241×231 grid points of the northern hemisphere. The10
evolution of the ice sheet surface and geometry is a function of surface mass balance,
velocity fields, and bedrock position. The isostatic adjustment of bedrock in response
to the ice load is governed by the flow of the asthenosphere with a characteristic time
constant of 3000 years, and by the rigidity of the lithosphere. The temperature field is
computed both in the ice and in the bedrock by solving a time-dependent heat equa-15
tion. Changes in the ice thickness with time are computed from a continuity equation
and are a function of the ice flow, the surface mass balance and the basal melting. The
ice flow results both from internal ice deformation and basal sliding. It is calculated
with the zero-order shallow ice approximation. The surface mass balance is the sum of
accumulation and ablation, both of which depending on surface air temperature (colder20
air leads to increased aridity). The accumulation term is inferred from the AGCM mean
annual air temperature and total precipitation fields. The fraction of solid precipitation
is considered to be proportional to the fraction of the year with mean daily temperature
less than 2◦C. The mean daily temperature is computed from mean annual and sum-
mer (June–August) air temperatures provided by the GCM. We use the mean annual25
and summer AGCM fields, and the seasonal cycle is reconstructed assuming a sine
wave with the amplitude given by the difference between summer and annual temper-
atures. The ablation term is computed using the positive-degree-day (PDD) method,
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which is based on an empirical relation between air temperatures and melt processes.
In the present study, this method is used exactly as the same way as described in
Reeh (1991) and accounts for albedo differences between snow and ice and for the
production of superimposed ice due to meltwater that refreezes.
2.2 The forcing method5
The forcing method is explicitly described in Charbit et al. (2002). In this section we
summarize its basic principles. Due to their high computational cost, the general cir-
culation models can only provide snapshots of climate. Hence, we used two climate
snapshots, one for a glacial period, the Last Glacial Maximum (21 kyr BP), and one for
the present-day period, representing two extreme climates of the last glacial-interglacial10
cycle. To obtain a time-dependent climatology over the entire cycle, the AGCM fields
used to drive the ice-sheet model are interpolated through time (see below). These
fields are the 2-m mean annual and summer surface air temperatures and the annual
precipitation and they are used to compute both ablation and accumulation. To mini-
mize the errors due to GCM deficiencies, we use a pertubative method of the present-15
day climate: the anomaly fields are computed as a difference for temperature and as
a ratio for precipitation between simulated control (“ctrl”) and past (“paleo”) climates
(Fig. 1). As these variables are strongly influenced by local topography, corrections of
precipitation are required to account for surface elevation difference between the GCM
and the ice-sheet model. For temperature, we apply a vertical gradient derived from20
empirical observations in Greenland (Ohmura and Reeh, 1991): 8◦C/km and 6.5◦C/km
for annual and summer temperature. To account for less moisture at high altitude we
assume that precipitation is exponentially dependent on temperature. Therefore a dif-
ference of temperature corresponds to a ratio of precipitation. The corrected AGCM
anomalies ∆Tcor(t) and ∆Pcor(t) can be written as:25
∆Tcor(t) = (Tpaleo − Tctrl)(t) + λ · (Spaleo − Sctrl)
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∆Pcor(t) = exp
(
0.05 × (Tctrl − Tpaleo)) × PpaleoPctrl (t)
where T , P , S and λ are related to temperature, precipitation, surface elevation and
vertical lapse rate. The exponential term in the anomaly of precipitation accounts for all
processes that are linked to a difference of temperature between past and present. The
numerical value 0.05 is deduced from the temperature-precipitation relationship in the5
same way as in Charbit et al. (2002). These anomalies are then interpolated on the ice-
sheet model (ISM) grid. The time-dependent climatology is obtained by interpolating
through time these latter anomalies using a climatic index inferred from the δ18O GRIP
record, so that at each time step, the climatic fields used to force GREMLINS can be
expressed with:10
∆XISM(t) = (1 − α(t))∆XLGM
where the α coefficient represents the proportion of interglacial climate (α=0 for
the LGM and α=1 for the present-day period), and ∆X LGM stands for the corrected
anomaly of temperature or precipitation. This approach is similar to the one previously
used by Marshall et al. (2000) or Charbit et al. (2002). The main assumption is that15
the spatial patterns of temperature or precipitation variations (i.e. between past and
present) do not change with time, and that the climatic variations are only driven by the
temporal variations of the α coefficient. The temperature at the surface of the ice-sheet
model (Trec) is reconstructed at each time step from the resulting anomaly ∆T ISM(t)
added to the present-day climatology (Tclim) and a corrective factor accounting for the20
surface elevation difference between past and present:
Trec = Tclim − λ(Spaleo,ISM − Sctrl,ISM) + ∆Tcor(t)
In the same way, the reconstructed precipitation is derived from the product of ∆PISM(t)
and the observed precipitation. The impact of the temperature difference between past
and present is accounted for by the exponential term:25
Prec = Pclim × exp (0.05 × (Trec − Tclim)) ×∆Pcor(t)
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The present-day topography is based on the GLOB-ETOPO2 dataset and the Green-
land bedrock has been elaborated by Bamber et al. (2001).
The present-day climatology is based on the ERA-40 re-analyses for the temperature
fields. The precipitation is derived from a compilation between the CRU dataset over
continents (New et al., 1999) and the GPCP dataset over oceans (Adler et al., 2003).5
Moreover, for the Arctic area, the precipitation data is provided by Serreze and Hurst
(2001).
It is worth noting that owing to the fact GREMLINS is not fully coupled to the GCMs,
the present approach cannot account for the changes in atmospheric circulation and in
the albedo effect due to changes in the ice sheets geometry. Other artefacts are also10
introduced by using LGM climate snapshots which strongly influences our representa-
tion of past climate throughout the last glacial-interglacial cycle by overestimating the
albedo effect in regions which were covered by snow at the LGM. In the following, we
call this effect the “artefact albedo effect”.
2.3 The experimental set-up15
The specificities of the AGCM runs used in this study are summarized in Table 1. All the
six models used in this study have been forced by i) the insolation at the top of the atmo-
sphere (Berger, 1978), ii) the atmospheric CO2 inferred from ice core measurements
(Raynaud et al., 1993), iii) the prescribed seasonally varying sea surface tempera-
tures and the sea-ice cover, both derived from the CLIMAP dataset (CLIMAP, 1981)20
for the LGM climate and from observations for the control run (i.e. present-day run), iv)
the LGM sea-level lowering and the ice-sheet geometry (extent and altitude) obtained
from the LGM ICE-4G reconstruction (Peltier, 1994) and from the observations for the
present-day climate. For the UGAMP and the GENESIS2 models the SSTs from the
CLIMAP reconstruction have been directly used as boundary conditions for the LGM25
run, while for the other models (ECHAM3, LMD5, MRI2 and CCSR1) the prescribed
SSTs are reconstructed from the CLIMAP (1981) changes between past and present
added to the present-day observations used for the control run. In the same way, for
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all models, the ice-sheet topography is given by the topography anomaly between past
and present obtained from the differences between the LGM and the present-day ICE-
4G reconstructions (Peltier, 1994), added to the present-day topography coming from
the observations (see Table 1).
Although the analyses presented in this paper are focused on the last glacial cycle5
(130–0 kyr BP), the ice-sheet model is run during 230 kyr for model spin-up. This pro-
cedure is necessary to obtain a reasonable vertical profile of temperature in the ice,
and to a lesser extent, to integrate the history of the bedrock response to changes in
surface loading. The initial topography is given by the present-day topography and the
climate forcing is obtained from the method previously described.10
3 Results
3.1 Spatial distribution
Time slices of the simulated spatial distributions of the ice sheets are represented in
Figs. 3–7 at different key periods of the last glacial cycle. These maps exhibit great
differences both in altitude and ice-covered areas from one simulation to the other.15
Although our discussion mainly focuses on the simulated North American and Eurasian
ice sheets, it is worth noting that differences are also observed in the extent and the
altitude of the Greenland ice sheet throughout the simulation. However, at the present
day period (Fig. 7), the six experiments are in a full agreement concerning the extent of
Greenland and its ice thickness and match with observations. Moreover, the simulated20
American and Eurasian ice sheets have almost completely melted, although small ice
masses are still present over the Baffin Island and the Arctic Ocean.
3.1.1 The North American ice sheet
The most important point at the early phase of glaciation (113 kyr BP, Fig. 3) is re-
lated to the location of the inception sites. All models produce ice over the Canadian25
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Archipelago, the Baffin Island and over the Northern Rocky Mountains. In the simula-
tions performed with GENESIS2, UGAMP and CCSR1 ice also covers the Keewatin re-
gion, while small ice caps are produced in the Labrador sector with LMD5 and CCSR1,
and in the Hudson Bay lowland with CCSR1 and UGAMP. Observational data (Andrews
and Barry, 1978) indicate that the regions of ice-sheet inception in North America were5
those bordering the eastern coast, such as the Baffin Island and the Quebec-Labrador
region, as well as the uplands of Northeastern Keewatin. This is concordant with our
reconstructions, except for the Labrador sector where small ice caps are only produced
with two models. Moreover, the advance of ice in the Middle West region is highly dis-
cordant with the geological data. The excess of ice in this area, simulated by using10
UGAMP outputs as climate forcing, seems to be directly related to a high precipitation
ratio added to a small anomaly of temperature. Paleoenvironmental records indicate
that, at the early beginning of the glaciation, climate in the Rocky Mountains regions
was as warm as, or warmer than present (Clark et al., 1993). Hence, the Cordilleran
ice sheet does not appear to have developed before the late isotopic stage 5 or 4 (i.e.15
∼75 kyr BP). At that time, the ice advanced over the Southern British Columbia and into
the Northern Puget lowland, whereas northern areas were later covered by ice, which
is in contradiction with our modeling results. This discordance can be explained by
the shortcomings of our approach. Actually, according to a study carried out by Clark
and Bartlein (1995), the Cordilleran ice sheet started to grow when the Laurentide ice20
sheet was high enough to induce a displacement of the jet stream causing precipitation
to fall over the Rocky Mountains. Such a glaciation sequence cannot be represented
with our methodology because it does not account for the feedbacks of the ice sheets
on the atmospheric circulation. Moreover, the use of LGM climate snapshots in the
climate forcing induces an artefact albedo effect (see Sect. 2.2) in regions covered by25
snow at the LGM, and hence favours the glaciation process at any time of the last
glacial-interglacial cycle.
The results obtained for the 112 kyr BP period (Fig. 4) confirm that for the CCSR1
model the regions of early glaciation (Labrador-Quebec, Rockies and Keewatin) coa-
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lesce to form the North American ice sheet. A dome develops over South Keewatin in
the simulation performed with the UGAMP model and ice has coalesced with that cov-
ering the Northern part of the ice sheet and that spreading over the Cordilleran region.
The western sector of the Laurentide ice sheet, as well as the Labrador and the Rocky
Mountains regions, have widely extended compared to the 113 kyr BP period (Fig. 3).5
The rapid expansion of the ice is probably due to the artefact albedo effect due to the
use of LGM climate snapshots, as previously mentioned. The simulations performed
with ECHAM3 and GENESIS2 are characterized by an expansion of ice in the Middle
West region, whereas for the MRI2 model, the only ice-covered area is the Northern
part of Canada.10
According to the ice volume curves (Fig. 8) the full glacial period starts after the last
major phase of glaciation at around 57 kyr BP (Fig. 5). These maps indicate that the
largest differences from one model to the other concern the shape of the North Amer-
ican ice sheet, the extent of Fennoscandia (see following section) and the presence
of ice in Alaska and Siberia. According to geological records, the inception of ice in15
Keewatin and in the Quebec-Labrador Plateau leads to the coalescence of both ice
masses and to the formation of two domes centred on these sectors. However, none
of the simulations presented in the present study is able to reproduce the Keewatin
dome. This is partly due to the fact that this dome is not represented in the LGM ICE-
4G reconstruction (Fig. 2) used as a boundary condition for the GCM simulations. The20
second deviation from geological records concerns the Cordilleran ice sheet; as out-
lined in the synthesis provided by Clark et al. (1993), the ice sheet was only a little more
extensive than today during its first phase of development, and completely disappeared
before the end of stage 4 (∼59 kyr BP). It then started to readvance by 25–3014C kyr
BP (i.e. 29–34 kyr BP, after Bard et al., 2004), in response to a new climatic deterio-25
ration to reach its maximum extent at around 15–1414C kyr BP (i.e. 16–18.5 kyr BP,
after INTCAL04 from Reimer et al., 2004). Our modeling results are highly discordant
from such a configuration. First, the Cordilleran region remains glaciated throughout
the simulated last glacial period whatever the choice of the forcing GCM, and starts to
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retreat synchronously with the Laurentide ice sheet. The other point of disagreement
lies in a too large ice extent in Alaska. As reminded by Clague and James (2002), the
Cordilleran ice sheet was only extended over the southern part of this region and con-
sisted in small ice fields and glaciers flowing towards the Pacific Ocean or the Yukon
River (Mann and Hamilton, 1995). Consequently much of the Alaskan interior likely5
remained to be unglaciated throughout the last glacial cycle. In the present study, the
use of CCSR1, UGAMP and even MRI2 and GENESIS2 probably overestimate the
amount of ice over Alaska, whereas LMD5 and ECHAM3 are presumably in a better
agreement with data.
The last point which could be discussed is related to the coalescence of the10
Cordilleran and Laurentide ice sheets. There is no complete consensus about the
junction or the separation of these ice sheets. At present, some groups pretend that
the coalescence did not occur all along the north-south transect at the frontier between
the Cordilleran and Laurentide ice sheets (see Dyke et al., 2002, for a detailed review),
while Dyke et al. (2002) support the idea that they were fully coalescent at the LGM15
because it is difficult to conceive that the ice sheets were joined in some places and
not in other. This is in agreement with the LGM ICE-4G reconstruction (Peltier, 1994)
which does not reproduced a separation between the ice sheets (Fig. 2), although the
ice thickness is smaller than in the adjacent regions. However, the use of the GEN-
ESIS2 climatic outputs allows a disconnection between the ice sheets to be clearly20
simulated at the LGM (Fig. 6), due to the fact that at the frontier between Cordillera
and Laurentide, simulated surface temperatures are warmer than in the surroundings.
Other deviations from the ICE-4G reconstruction (Fig. 2) are observed in our LGM sim-
ulations. First, the southern margin is too much extended in some models (CCSR1,
UGAMP and ECHAM3). Except for ECHAM3 and LMD5, the ice extent in Alaska is25
overestimated and the advance of ice in the Baffin Bay is not properly reproduced with
the use of MRI2, GENESIS2 and LMD5, due partly to summer temperatures in this
region warmer than those simulated by the three other models. Finally, the maximum
ice thickness is not located at the same place than in ICE-4G.
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3.1.2 The Eurasian ice sheet
The glaciation over the Eurasian continent starts with small ice caps formed over the
Taimyr Peninsula and some Arctic islands (Figs. 3–4). This is in accordance with the
recent review performed within the framework of the QUEEN project (Svendsen et al.,
2004). The formation of ice is also simulated in the Norwegian mountains as early as5
113 kyr BP (Fig. 3) with all models except LMD5 because of a relatively high annual
summer surface air temperature. By 112 kyr BP (Fig. 4), the ice-covered areas have
significantly extended. The most rapid expansion of ice can be seen with ECHAM3
and UGAMP, and to a lesser extent with CCSR1, with significant amounts of ice east of
the Taimyr Peninsula and close to Eastern Siberia. Although there is few data related10
to the early glaciation of Eurasia, there is no geological record indicating that there
was ice in these latter regions. However, the presence of ice in Siberia could be a
direct consequence of the albedo effect induced by the marine ice mass in the Arctic
Ocean present in the LGM ICE-4G reconstruction (Fig. 2) near the Siberian coast and
therefore imposed to the AGCMs as a boundary condition.15
Around 90 kyr BP the reconstruction of the limits of the Eurasian ice sheet pro-
vided by Svendsen et al. (2004) indicates that the ice was spread over Norway, the
Barents-Kara Seas including the Svalbard, the Franz Josef islands and Novaya and
Severnaya Zemlya, and extended eastward beyond the Taimyr Peninsula, covering
also the Putorana Plateau. Among the different GCMs used in this study, the forc-20
ing from ECHAM3 presents the best agreement for this period (not shown) with this
synthesis.
Around the early Middle Wechselian period (60–50 kyr BP) the ice advanced over
Finland, the Baltic Sea and the Kola Peninsula. In the Barents Sea, the ice sheet
was more extended, while in the east, a much smaller area of Siberia is affected by25
the glaciation compared to the Early Wechselian period. None of the simulations per-
formed in this study (Fig. 5) is in a perfect agreement with this reconstruction. The
first point of disagreement concerns the too large expansion of the simulated ice sheet
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accross Eastern Siberia (CCSR1, MRI2, UGAMP and ECHAM3) while reconstructions
indicate a retreat of the eastern part of the ice sheet around the Middle Wechselian
period. A possible mechanism at the origin of this discrepancy could be linked to a
reduction of precipitation over the eastern part when the ice sheet over the Scandi-
navian region became huge enough. This mechanism would be fully similar to the5
one suggested by Clark and Bartlein (1995) to explain the glaciation scenario of the
Cordilleran-Laurentide ice complex. Therefore, in the case of the Eurasian ice sheet,
this “East-West” sequence cannot be reproduced with our approach. Another cause
of the presence of ice in this region lies in the fact that the ICE-4G reconstruction ex-
tends too much eastward (Fig. 2). This enhances, via the albedo effect, the advance10
of ice in regions located East of the Taimyr Peninsula and also favours the growth of
ice in Beringia, which is also due, as previously mentioned, to the marine ice com-
plex produced by the ICE-4G reconstruction. However, in the simulations carried out
with LMD5 and GENESIS2, ice does not appear in Beringia. Therefore, in these runs,
the albedo effect induced by an erroneous amount of ice in the Arctic Ocean is likely15
masked by another process which could be linked to the climate models themselves,
such as a change in the planetary waves, which would lead in that case to warmer
temperatures over Beringia. The second point of disagreement between our results
and the reconstructions of the Eurasian ice sheet limits concerns the advance of ice
over the Barents and the Kara Seas which is not reproduced in our simulations. This20
effect, which appears in all the simulations, is due to the absence of any explicit rep-
resentation of the ice flow through the marine part of the ice sheets in the GREMLINS
model. Although there is a parameterization which deals with the advance of ice into
the sea, this advance is not rapid enough to properly reproduce the growth of the
Barents-Kara Sea ice complex. The ice sheet simulated with the use of MRI2 does25
not penetrate southward enough, due to warm simulated summer surface air tempera-
tures, especially to the South of the Scandinavian region, compared to those obtained
with other GCMs. On the contrary, with the UGAMP model, the ice covering the Scan-
dinavian region extends too much to the South in response to cold annual and summer
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temperatures added to a high precipitation ratio in this region. The ice coverage over
Scandinavia is too small with LMD5 and GENESIS2 due to warmer surface air temper-
atures (Figs. 1a–b). However, both these models present the best agreement with the
reconstruction of the eastern ice-sheet limit. Finally, all models simulate ice over the
British Isles, although they were unlikely to be glaciated during the Middle Wechselian5
period (Svendsen et al., 2004).
At the Last Glacial Maximum, the reconstruction of the ice limits is relatively well
known. The Barents-Kara ice complex was strongly reduced and did not expand fur-
ther east of Novaya Zemlya (Svendsen et al., 2004). None of the models used in the
present study successfully simulate the recede of the Barents-Kara Sea ice sheet, and10
except for MRI2, the ice volume and the ice extent are larger compared to the Early
Middle Wechselian period (Fig. 6). On the other hand, on the western side, the ice
sheet advanced much more in the southwestern part, leading to a bridge between
Scandinavia and the British Isles, not reproduced by GREMLINS whatever the GCM
outputs used as climate forcing. However, these major drawbacks are due to the ICE-15
4G reconstruction itself which favours a huge ice sheet at the LGM over the Barents-
Kara Seas region and, in which the junction between the European continent and the
British Isles is not properly represented. Finally, as in the Middle Wechselian period,
the ice coverage over Scandinavia remains insufficient in the simulations performed
with LMD5 and GENESIS2.20
3.2 Temporal evolution of the ice-sheet characteristics
3.2.1 The simulated Northern Hemisphere ice volumes
The evolution of the simulated ice volumes throughout the last glacial cycle is displayed
in Fig. 8 for the overall Northern hemisphere and for the specific contributions of the
past North American and Eurasian ice sheets. Each curve is related to one GCM forc-25
ing. The dashed line represents the Northern hemisphere ice sheet contribution to sea-
level variation relative to the present-day level. This curve is obtained by removing the
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Antarctic contribution to the sea-level reconstruction provided by Bassinot et al. (1994)
and converted in ice volume equivalent, and by adding the present-day contribution of
Greenland (∼2.6×1015m3) to allow a direct comparison between the simulated ice vol-
ume and the sea-level derived from experimental data. The evolution of the Antarctic
ice volume throughout the last glacial-interglacial cycle is estimated with the GRISLI5
Antarctic ice-sheet model (Ritz et al., 2001), and the present-day Greenland contri-
bution is estimated by averaging the results of the six PMIP-GREMLINS simulations.
The conversion between sea-level and ice volume equivalent is made by assuming a
constant oceanic area throughout the simulation (i.e. ∼3.6×1014m2).
The evolution of the ice covered area is represented in Fig. 9. Since it is controlled10
by the timing of the GRIP record, the temporal evolution of both ice volumes and ice
covered area is approximately the same for all the six simulations. Although, small ice
caps are formed as early as 126 kyr BP (Fig. 9), they are then subjected to phases
of disappearance/appearance, and the initiation of the ice sheets really takes place at
around 113 kyr BP, as marked both in ice volume and ice-covered area signals (Figs. 8–15
9), as well as in the spatial distribution of the ice sheets (Figs. 3–4). The ice volume
growth is slower than that of the ice surface. This confirms that the glacial inception
is primarily characterized by a rapid extension of the ice due to the effect of the ice
albedo which acts as an amplifier of the cooling mechanism and dominates the effect
of accumulation which is rather responsible for the evolution of the ice thickness and20
hence of the ice volume. These conclusions were previously reached by Kageyama
et al. (2004). However, as previously mentioned to interpret the rapid expansion of
ice around 112 kyr BP (Fig. 4), the albedo effect is overestimated due to the use of
LGM climate snapshots. The period following the ice-sheet nucleation is characterized
by three main phases of major ice sheet growth punctuated by shorter episodes of25
ice retreat. The phases of ice volume increase occur between 113 and 106.2 kyr BP,
100.2 and 83.5 kyr BP and between 79.2 and 57.3 kyr BP, where a full glacial state
takes place (see also Fig. 5). At 57.3 kyr BP the Northern hemisphere ice volume is
90% greater than the last glacial maximum value, located at 18.2 kyr BP, except for
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ECHAM3 (83%) and MRI2 (71%). In the same way, at 57.3 kyr BP, the glaciated area
is between 92 and 97% that obtained at the time of the LGM, depending on the GCM.
After 18.2 kyr BP, the ice volume slightly decreases until 16.6 kyr BP. It then remains
approximately stable until about 15.0 kyr BP where the main phase of the deglaciation
is triggered. As described in Charbit et al. (2002), this phase is correlated with a5
warming event observed in the GRIP record. A slight increase of the ice volume is
then observed and corresponds to the Younger-Dryas. The deglaciation of the North
American ice sheet is achieved approximately between 5 and 2 kyr BP, depending on
the GCM, whereas for all models the complete retreat of Fennoscandia occurs between
6 and 5 kyr BP.10
However, some clear differences appear between the results of the different runs.
The most striking feature is related to the amplitude of the difference between glacial
and interglacial ice volume (or ice coverage area) from one GCM to the other, and
more generally, between phases of growth and retreat of the ice sheet. Figure 8 clearly
shows that the highest simulated ice volumes are obtained by using the UGAMP and15
CCSR1 outputs as climate forcing. In contrast, the use of MRI2 produces the lowest
ice volume throughout the simulation except at the LGM because of the contribution
of the Eurasian ice sheet. While LMD5 and GENESIS2 lead to “intermediate” ice
volumes, the case of ECHAM3 is particularly interesting. In fact during the early phase
of glacial inception (between 113 and 106 kyr BP), the simulated ice volume is of the20
same order of magnitude than those obtained with LMD5 and GENESIS2. However,
after 70 kyr BP, it becomes greater (it increases by ∼42% between 70 and 60 kyr BP)
and reaches some values close to those obtained with CCSR1 and UGAMP. In the
same way, though the ice volume simulated with the MRI2 climate remains at a low
level, especially prior to 70 ka, it presents the most significant variations during the25
full glacial period: between 70 and 60 kyr BP, the amplitude increases by ∼72% and
by ∼57% between 60 ka and the Last Glacial Maximum. As an example, this can
be compared to the ice volume curves obtained with LMD5 and GENESIS2 which
respectively increase by 14% and 10% during the same period, or with CCSR1 and
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UGAMP (14 and 15% increase, respectively).
3.2.2 Links between ice volumes, climate forcing and spatial distribution
The same kind of differences also appears in the ice volume curves relative to the
American or the Fennoscandian ice sheets. These differences can be interpreted in
terms of climate forcing and spatial distribution of the ice sheets.5
For the Laurentide ice sheet, the largest ice volumes are obtained with UGAMP and
CCSR1 which provide the coldest temperatures over the Canadian region (Fig. 1): the
changes in summer surface air temperature between the LGM and the present-day
periods can be as high as −40◦C for both models over a great part of the ice complex
(Fig. 1b). The precipitation ratio between the LGM and the present-day climates sim-10
ulated by UGAMP is rather small on the western and eastern parts of the ice sheet,
but can reach a value as high as 2.5 in some specific locations such as the wind ex-
posed slope of the Rocky Mountains or the southern margin of the Keewatin region
(Fig. 1c). Among the GCMs used in this study, CCSR1 is the model which simulates
the highest LGM/CTRL precipitation ratio over the North American ice complex. The15
LMD5 model provides summer temperatures as cold as those given by UGAMP and
CCSR1 but the LGM precipitation ratio between the LGM and the present-day periods
does not exceed 0.6. Until 65 kyr BP, the simulated ice volume obtained with ECHAM3
is below that obtained with the LMD5 climate, and becomes greater after this period
(see previous section). This can be explained by the fact that, although the ECHAM320
precipitation ratio between past and present is high over the southern part of the ice
complex (>1.6), the simulated summer temperatures are widely higher than the LMD5
ones (Fig. 1b). Since glacial inception is primary driven by the temperature signal the
ice volume remains at a low level before the second phase of inception is reached, that
is before the full glacial period. Moreover, since the ice sheet is located at low latitudes25
(Fig. 4) it is sensitive to any change in temperature. At 65 kyr BP an abrupt decrease in
the temperature reconstructed at the surface of the ice sheet is observed in the GRIP
signal (Dansgaard et al., 1993). This decrease in the temperature signal added to the
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high precipitation value leads to a significant increase in the ice volume. This change
in the evolution of the ice volume signal is not observed with LMD5 because the pre-
cipitation ratio is lower over the ice-sheet location. The situation is different for the
comparison between GENESIS2 and LMD5: the GENESIS2 higher summer tempera-
tures combined with higher precipitation rates lead to an ice volume fully comparable5
to that resulting from the LMD5 forcing climate until 95 ka, but widely below it after
this period. This can be explained by the surface temperatures at the frontier between
the Laurentide and the Cordilleran ice sheets which are higher than over the other re-
gions of Canada. This prevents both ice sheets from coalescing, therefore limiting the
increase of the ice volume (see Sect. 3.1). The lowest ice volume during the entire10
simulation is obtained by forcing GREMLINS with MRI2. The magnitude of the MRI2
precipitation ratio is between 0.4 and 0.6, but the temperatures are warmer than the
LMD5 ones (not below −25◦C in summer and −20◦C for the annual mean).
The ice volume curves relative to the Eurasian ice sheet can be split in two groups:
UGAMP, ECHAM3 and CCSR1 on one hand and LMD5, MRI2 and GENESIS2 on15
the other. The first group of models is characterized by low annual temperatures (i.e.
the variation between past and present is −40◦C over a large part of the Fennoscan-
dian area, especially for ECHAM3 and CCSR1). The precipitation ratio is relatively
small for ECHAM3 and UGAMP (0.2–0.4 North of Scandinavia), but comparable with
that of MRI2 for CCSR1. Between 100 and 85 kyr BP, the ice volume simulated with20
ECHAM3 is greater than that obtained with UGAMP and CCSR1, due to the fact that
ECHAM3 simulates the lowest summer surface air temperatures. This acts in favour of
glaciation especially during the inception period. After 60 kyr BP, that is, during the full
glacial period, and until about 10 kyr BP the highest volume is obtained with UGAMP
which simulates a cold tongue extended far to the Northeast of Scandinavia. The sec-25
ond group of models is characterized by slightly higher precipitation ratios and smaller
changes in summer temperatures (between −25 and −20◦C for LMD5 and −20 and
−15◦C for MRI2 and GENESIS2), and also by the fact that the regions where the cold-
est temperatures are observed are less extended compared to temperature patterns
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provided by the first group of models, suggesting that the evolution of the Eurasian ice
sheet is rather sensitive to the temperature than to precipitation.
3.2.3 Model-model and model-data comparisons
At the LGM (i.e. 18.2 kyr BP) the Northern hemisphere simulated ice volume is be-
tween 43.6 and 73.7×1015m3. This range can be compared to that provided by Milne5
et al. (2002) obtained with a radial viscoelastic ice-Earth model used to predict the
sea-level change from the LGM to present in four far-field sites, and based on a re-
vised theoretical formalism incorporating the Earth rotational effects on sea level, a
time-dependent shoreline geometry and an accurate treatment of sea-level change
in regions of ice retreat. By de-constructing the spatially uniform versus the spatially10
varying signals of sea-level change and by isolating the contributions of ice loading,
ocean loading and rotational effects they concluded that the meltwater contribution
dominates the far-field sea-level change signal. This meltwater component can be
explicitly (Flemming et al., 1998; Yokoyama et al., 2000) or implicitly (Peltier, 1994) es-
timated by correcting the observations for the contribution of the glacial isostatic adjust-15
ment. Based on two contrasting interpretations of Barbados coral data, they obtained
estimates of the grounded ice volume ranging from 43.5 to 51.0×1015m3. These val-
ues are fully compatible with the ice volumes obtained with GENESIS2 (43.6×1015m3),
MRI2 (46.5×1015m3) and LMD5 (51.2×1015m3) outputs, and suggest that ECHAM3
(68.2×1015m3), UGAMP (73.7×1015m3) and CCSR1 (71.7×1015m3) cannot provide20
a realistic climate forcing at the LGM. This is confirmed by the comparison between the
sea-level curve and the simulated ice volumes.
To go a step further, it is also interesting to examine which amount of ice is distributed
over the North American and the Eurasian ice sheets at the LGM (i.e. 18 kyr BP in
the simulations). The contributions of both ice sheets range respectively from 36.9 to25
52.9×1015m3 (36.6–52.4×1015m3 at 21 kyr BP) and from 2.8 to 14.7×1015m3 (2.7–
13.5×1015m3 at 21 kyr BP). For the North American ice sheet, our results are neither
compatible with the ICE-4G ice-sheet reconstruction (Peltier, 1994) used as bound-
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ary condition for the AGCM LGM runs, nor with the more recent ICE-5G topography
(Peltier, 2004). Both reconstructions provide ice volume values which are well be-
low our lower limit (24.5×1015m3 and 34.3×1015m3 for ICE-4G and ICE-5G, respec-
tively). The reconstructed Fennoscandian ice volume is 8.7×1015m3 for ICE-4G and
9×1015m3 for ICE-5G. These reconstructions lie in the range of our set of simulations.5
However, compared to these reconstructions, the first group of models (2.8×1015m3–
5.6×1015m3) underestimates the ice volume, while the ice volumes obtained with the
second group (10.5×1015m3–14.7×1015m3) are overestimated.
To quantify the uncertainties associated with glaciological reconstructions of the
North American ice sheet, Marshall et al. (2002) carried out numerous experiments10
with a 3-D thermo-mechanical model prescribing different climatic conditions and dif-
ferent glaciological and isostatic treatments. Considering only the simulations which
gave a reasonable areal extent of the ice sheet, this provided values ranging from 28.5
to 38.9×1015m3, only in accordance with the modeling results obtained with GEN-
ESIS2 (36.9×1015m3) and MRI2 (37.2×1015m3). Using an ice-sheet model, forced15
by global sea-level and solar insolation changes, Siegert et al. (2001, 1999) mod-
eled the Eurasian ice sheet through the Late Wechselian period. They adjusted their
“model’s climate forcing function” to produce a minimum and a maximum ice sheet
reconstruction compatible with geological and oceanographic datasets. The simu-
lated LGM ice volumes are respectively at around 5 and 8×1015m3, in agreement20
with what we find with LMD5 only (5.4×1015m3): the results obtained with GENESIS2
and MRI2 are well below the minimum ice volume, whereas UGAMP (14.7×1015m3),
CCSR1 (10.5×1015m3) and ECHAM3 (11.9×1015m3) provide values which widely ex-
ceed those obtained with the maximum model.
The comparison between our results and other modeling studies or sea-level data25
suggests that most of the simulations presented in this study overestimate the ice vol-
ume throughout the last glacial cycle. This can be due to sub-grid processes, not
represented in the ice-sheet model, which may have had accelerated the ice flow,
such as the flow of several large glaciers which accelerates the overall ice discharge,
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as it has been demonstrated with recent measurements for the Greenland ice sheet
(Dowdeswell, 2006; Rignot and Kanagaratnam, 2006).
4 Conclusions
The climatic outputs from six PMIP-AGCMs have been used to force a 3-D thermo-
mechanical ice-sheet model. This study reveals some great differences from one sim-5
ulation to the other related both to the simulated temporal evolution of the ice volumes
and ice-covered area and to the shape and spatial distribution of the ice sheets. The
differences related to the evolution of the ice volumes can be partly directly interpreted
in terms of climate forcing. Moreover, these differences also depend on the location of
primary ice sheets which is, by the way, directly influenced by the climate itself. As an10
example, ice masses located at low latitudes in the early phase of glaciation are more
sensitive to a temperature variation than a higher latitude ice sheet.
The comparison of our simulated ice sheets with geological and sea-level data high-
lights the importance of some major ice-climate feedbacks and raises the question of
to which extent this kind of approach enables to test the ability of GCMs to simulate15
a climate leading to ice sheets compatible with available geological and geomorpho-
logical reconstructions. Actually, none of the simulations presented in this study is
able to reproduce ice sheets in full agreement with observations. The main points of
disagreement concern:
1. The location of sites of primary inception which can directly be attributed to the20
climate forcing. For the Eurasian ice sheet, the Taimyr Peninsula is reasonably
glaciated. However, observations indicate that the regions of ice-sheet incep-
tion in North America were those bordering the eastern coast (Baffin Island and
Quebec-Labrador sector) as well as the uplands of Northeastern Keewatin, which
is not perfectly reproduced in the simulations.25
2. The chronology of the simulated glaciation of the Rocky Mountains region which
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starts to be glaciated as early as 113 kyr BP, while according to data, the
Cordilleran ice sheet does not appear to have developed before 75 kyr BP when
the Laurentide ice sheet was high enough to induce a displacement of the jet
stream. This sequence of events cannot be properly reproduced with our ap-
proach due to the absence of any ice-sheet feedback on the atmospheric circu-5
lation. Moreover, the use of LGM climate snapshots in the climate forcing over-
estimates the albedo effect throughout the simulation in regions covered by snow
at the LGM, and, hence, accelerates the glaciation process. Subsequently, the
advance of ice in Alaska is probably favored, via the artefact albedo effect, by the
early glaciation of the Cordilleran ice sheet.10
3. The presence of ice in Siberia, which is not due to the absence of any represen-
tation of the feedback processes of the ice sheets on climate, since Siberia has
remained unglaciated throughout the last glacial-interglacial cycle. In fact, the
glaciation of the Siberian region is probably linked to the cold temperatures simu-
lated by the climate models in response to the erroneous amount of ice provided15
by the LGM ICE-4G reconstruction (Peltier, 1994).
4. The too large eastward expansion of the Eurasian ice sheet around the Middle
Wechselian period due partly to the ICE-4G reconstruction and to the fact that
our approach is not able to reproduce a reduction of precipitation in the eastern
part, concomitant with the growth of ice over the Scandinavian region.20
5. The insufficient penetration of the Barents-Kara sea ice sheet into the sea, which
due to the absence in the GREMLINS model of any explicit representation of the
ice flow through the marine part of the ice sheets.
6. The extent of the Scandinavian ice sheet: very few models succeed in simulating
a reasonable amount ice over Fennoscandia (except the simulations carried out25
with ECHAM3 and UGAMP). This can be analyzed in terms of mean summer
temperature and of a deficit of precipitation in the north leading to an insufficient
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northward expansion of the ice sheet. This raises the question of the sensitivity
of the ice-sheet model to the climate forcing.
This study clearly demonstrates the great sensitivity of the ice sheets to the climate
forcing. The great variability in the simulated climates used in the present study induces
large differences in simulated ice sheets. Moreover, owing to the fact that some ice-5
climate feedbacks cannot be accounted for with this kind of approach, the magnitude
of the climatic impacts on the ice sheet evolution are likely to be poorly estimated.
The deviations of our simulations from geological data are partly due to an over-
estimation of the albedo effect in the climate simulations due to shortcomings in the
ICE-4G reconstruction. Therefore, it should be interesting to carry out the same kind of10
experiments with models used within the framework of the second phase of the PMIP
project (PMIP2). On one hand these GCMs are coupled ocean-atmosphere models, in
which the SSTs (Kageyama et al., 2006) appear to be more realistic than the CLIMAP
ones used in PMIP1; on the other hand the LGM runs are performed with the up-to-
date ICE-5G reconstruction, which is a revised version of the ICE-4G model. This15
would allow the impact of the initial conditions to be tested. Moreover, these simula-
tions will be performed with a new version of the Northern hemisphere ice sheet model
which will include an explicit representation of the ice flow through ice shelves. Hence,
by reducing the number of shortcomings in this kind of approach, it will be easier to
attribute a kind of evaluation criteria of the PMIP2 model results which will appear in20
the next IPCC report.
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Table 1. Characteristics of the AGCM runs.
Models Resolution (long × lat × vert.) SST (21 ka) SST (0 ka) Sea ice (21 ka) Sea ice (0 ka) Orography (21 ka) Orography (0 ka)
UGAMP 128×64×19 CLIMAP 21 ka AIMob 76 CLIMAP 21 ka AIMob 76 PMIP AMIP
ECHAM3 128×64×19 PMIP AMIP CLIMAP 21 ka AMIP PMIP AMIP
GENESIS2 96×48×18 CLIMAP 21 ka Shea 90 CLIMAP 21 ka Shea 90 PMIP US Navy-FNOC 85
MRI2 72×46×15 PMIP AMIP CLIMAP 21 ka AMIP PMIP AMIP
LMD5 64×50×11 PMIP AMIP CLIMAP 21 ka AMIP PMIP AMIP
CCSR1 64×32×20 PMIP AMIP CLIMAP 21 ka AMIP PMIP ETOPO5 85
Column 2 : Horizontal resolution and number of vertical levels for each model (column 2);
Columns 3–8 indicate how the boundary conditions (SSTs, sea-ice cover and orography) have
been taken into account for each GCM run:
Column 3: [PMIP] = CLIMAP 21 kyr BP – CLIMAP 0 ka + SSTs data used for the control run
(see column 4)
Column 4: [AMIP] = Reynold’s data (1979–1988) – 10 years mean (Reynolds, 1988)
AIMob 76 = data from Alexander and Mobley (1976)
Shea 90 = data from Shea et al. (1990)
Column 5: data from (CLIMAP, 1981)
Column 6: [AMIP] = data from US Navy and National oceanic an Atmospheric Administration
AIMob 76 = data from Alexander and Mobley (1976))
Column 7: [PMIP] = ICE-4G (21 ka) – ICE-4G (0 ka) + orography used for the control run (see
column 8)
Column 8: [AMIP] = U.S. Navy 10′×10′ dataset (Joseph, 1980)
US navy-FNOC 85: area-averaged dataset over each atmospheric grid box (Kineman, 1985)
ETOPO5 85 = obtained at a resolution of 5′×5′ (Edwards, 1989)
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Charbit et al.
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Fig. 1. (a) Mean annual surface air temperature differences between past (21 kyr BP) and
present simulated by each of the atmosphereic general circulation model and interpolated on
the ice-sheet model grid.
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Charbit et al.
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Fig. 1. (b) Same as Fig. 1a, but for the mean summer surface air temperature.
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Charbit et al.
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Fig. 1. (c) Ratio of mean annual precipitation (past/present) simulated by each of the atmo-
sphereic general circulation model and interpolated on the ice-sheet model grid.
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Figure 2
Charbit et al.
Fig. 2. Extension and ice thickness (in km) of the Northern hemisphere ice sheets predicted by
the ICE-4G model (Peltier, 1994).
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Fig. 3. Spatial distribution and ice thickness (in km) of the simulated ice sheets at 113 kyr BP
which corresponds to the early phase of glaciation.
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Fig. 4. Same as Fig. 3 for the 112 kyr BP period.
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Fig. 5. Same as Fig. 3 for the 57 kyr BP period which corresponds to a full glacial state.
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Fig. 6. Same as Fig. 3 for the 18 kyr BP period which corresponds to the maximum simulated
ice volume. 918
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Fig. 7. Same as Fig. 3 for the present-day period.
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Fig. 8. Temporal evolution of the simulated ice volumes for the Northern hemisphere (a) and
for the North American (b) and Eurasian ice sheet (c). The different curves correspond to the
six different AGCM: ECHAM3 (black line), UGAMP (red line), GENESIS2 (green line), CCSR1
(blue line), LMD5 (purple line), MRI2 (grey line). The dashed line represents the ice-equivalent
sea-level contribution of the Northern hemisphere (see text).
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Fig. 9. Same as Fig. 2 but for the ice-covered area.
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